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Summary of Professional Experience: 

Physicist with eclectic training in Radionics (SE5, CORE); Kinesiology (Clinical, Applied, Neuro, Bio, Holographic, 
Applied Physiology, Total Body Modification, Bio Energetic Synchronization Technique, Edukinesthetics, Symbiotic 
Energy Transformation, Structural Neurology, Human Ecology Balancing Sciences, Contact Reflex Analysis, Advanced 
BioStructural Therapy, Field Control Therapy, Neuromodulation Technique); Metabolic Nutrition; Chinese medicine; 
Acupuncture; Homeopathy; Electroacupuncture (Voll, Mora, Vega); Essential Oils; Cranial Osteopathy; Light and 
Laser therapeutics; Sound Therapy; Quantic Biofeedback; Far Infrared Therapy; Nutri-Energetics System (NES) and 
others. 
 
Author of QXCI Flowcharts, Co-author/researcher of 3 Clinical Kinesiology basic workshop manuals and 7 advanced 
research manuals; Author of Clinical Kinesiology Travel Manual and Bio-Linguistics manual; co-author of "A manual 
of Dominant Focus Therapeutics". 
 
Bob has taught Radionics, Clinical Kinesiology and QXCI Biofeedback in the US, England, Belgium and Ecuador. 
 
Past and present professional affiliations: International License in Biofeedback by International Medical University 
Natural Education; Certified Biofeedback Technician by Academy of Applied Quantum Bio-Technologies; National 
Certification for Therapeutic Massage and Bodywork; Registered Counselor; Metabolic Technician for Health Excel; 
Charter Member of International Health Institute; Professional Member of American Association of Nutritional 
Consultants; Research Associate of Occidental Institute Research Foundation; Co-founder and Charter Member of 
Clinical Kinesiology Organization for Research and Education. 
 
Important Considerations: 

The optimum health scenario is to not wait for disease to occur but to be proactive, have regular preventive 
maintenance that finds the early indicators of disruptions in the energy field, the body’s blueprint, long before the 
disease can manifest on the physical plane.  Illness and symptoms happen after many years of emotional, chemical, 
electromagnetic and physical stresses create cysts of disruptive patterns in the body’s blueprint.  It is vital to detect 
and correct these distortions before disease manifests. 
 
If prevention is no longer possible and a condition has already developed then it is imperative to not suppress the 
symptoms in an attempt at a quick fix.  This just drives the imbalances to a deeper level where they manifest in a 
more serious condition later.  Instead, protocols must be used to unravel and reverse the disease pathway, 
retracing through the many causal layers while providing the body/mind the energetic and physical materials 
needed, in the correct combinations and sequences, to neutralize the contributing factors.   
 
The path to wellness involves many steps at each stage of the retracing process: 

1. Identify which systems are depleted and re-energize 
2. Restore balance to the triangle of health: structural, emotional/electromagnetic and 

chemical/nutritional distortions 
3. Identify causal factors and remove or neutralize, restoring the flow of energy 
4. Detox as required while supporting elimination systems 
5. Rebalance metabolic, constitutional and genetic factors 
6. Change lifestyle and complete homework that continues progression to wellness 
7. Repeat above as the body’s innate intelligence guides the process 
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Biofeedback Services: 

 
QXCI /SCIO – Quantum Xrroid Consciousness Interface / ‘To Know’ (from Hungary) 
 
 

 
 

 
The QXCI/SCIO helps detect significant causal stresses in the chaotic subtle fields underlying chronic conditions.  
Biofeedback from 9000 plus informational frequency signals allows evaluation of the physiological and subtle 
field reactivity, ranking the responses from the most to the least.  The cybernetic communication link between 
the equipment and the client allows dynamic real-time adjustment to the energetic balancing process as the 
client’s field changes.  A few of the systems and modalities addressed are: allergy, spine, cranial-sacral, 
meridians, color, chakras, subtle bodies of the auric field, detoxification, emotional, brainwaves, dental, TMJ, 
nutrition, hormones. 
 
 

Orion Bioscan -- (from Russia) 
 
 

 
 
 
The Orion induces a preset bioelectrical activity in the brain neurons using a system of electronic oscillators 
resonating at a wavelength that brings the organism to a fully energized and “alert” state.  During the scan, 
signals representative of the vortex magnetic fields of biological tissues are induced into the system and the 
divergence or convergence of the resonance amplified radiation is measured by the infrared detector indicating 
the increasing or decreasing of entropy of the specific tissue being tested.  Nonlinear analysis techniques are 
used to compare these signals to known distinctive oscillations of the tissue as well as to the spectrum of 
reference processes of healthy tissue, pathology-affected tissues, and infectious agents.  The actual state of the 
person’s tissues and organs is displayed on the screen by overlaying colored symbols on their three-
dimensional pictures.  In addition, the frequency signatures of different remedies can be compared to the 
spectra of the tissues and evaluated for which provides the best balancing.  The Orion also provides inverted 
electromagnetic oscillations to neutralize the disruptive energetic patterns interfering with the body’s normal 
functioning. 
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LIFE System – Living Information Forms Energy (from USA) 
 
 

 
 
 
The LIFE helps detect causal stresses in the ongoing acute issues arising from disruptions in the flow of energy 
connecting every organ, thought and emotion.  Biofeedback from over 6900 informational frequency patterns 
points to sources of interruption in the communication systems of the body/mind intelligence.  By providing 
balancing feedback signals the LIFE attempts to create and integrate an environment of wellness, balance and 
harmony.  Some of the systems and modalities addressed are: allergy, spine, cranial-sacral, meridians, color, 
chakras, subtle bodies of the auric field, detoxification, emotional, brainwaves, dental, TMJ, nutrition, hormones. 
 
 
 
 
 

NES – Nutri-Energetics Systems (from Australia and England) 
 
 

   
 
 
The NES is a unique approach to evaluation of the body.  It does not do biofeedback and therefore does not 
require the body to react to a stimulus.  Rather, it takes a snapshot of the quantum electrodynamic field and 
compares it to a map of the optimal human body-field.  This allows identification of the most distorted 
compartments of the energy field; which energy systems are depleted; what underlying factors (geopathic, 
genetic, toxins, emotions, microorganisms, structure, nutrition, allergies) are contributing to the stress patterns.  
The equipment then recommends the Infoceutical remedies that work at the molecular and cellular level to re-
energize depleted systems, detox the body, restore function to the human body-field, correct the internal 
terrain so microorganisms can’t exist, and rebalance causal shocks that originally set the system up for later 
distress. 
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Scenar / BioModulator – Self-Controlled Energetic Neuro-Adaptive Regulator (originally from Russia) 
 
 

   
 
 

 
The Scenar was originally developed in Russia to treat Cosmonauts in space for any condition that might arise.  
A Biofeedback device, it measures the electronic response of the tissues and then modulates or changes the 
signal based on the response to keep the body moving towards normal.  The Scenar measures and identifies 
areas of failed adaptation where body tissues are no longer functioning optimally.  It then signals the brain to 
restore communication and the healing process can resume.  The Scenar is often used with the MEAD, or 
Meridian Energy Analysis Device, which identifies which meridians are deficient or excess and thus can shorten 
the time required to identify where to start balancing with the Scenar. 

 
 
 
 
 
F-Scan – Frequency Synthesizer Scan (from Switzerland) 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
The F-Scan generates precise Sine and Square wave signals through a very wide frequency band.  The body’s 
response to the frequency sweep is plotted and any resonant spikes may correspond to different 
microorganisms per Hulda Clarke and Royal Rife.  By providing more energy at these resonant frequencies the 
inharmonious patterns are disrupted. 
 

 

Subtle Energy Analysis Services: 
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SE-5 – Subtle Energy Analyzer (from USA) 
 
 
 

     
 
 
 
The SE-5 allows the operator to analyze the intrinsic data fields (IDFs) composing the blueprint of the subject.  
These fields (sometimes called biofields, subtle fields, morphic fields or scalar fields) when rebalanced can help 
restore proper function to the body or can prevent physical conditions from manifesting if found early enough.  
Other subtle energy instruments often used are the BioPhoton Analyzer and the Harmonic Translation Unit.  
They all deal with IDFs in their own way and augment each other. 
 
 
 
 

CORE – COincidence REcognition device (from Germany) 
 
 
 

 
 
 
The CORE does an automated detection process of subtle field involvement with the condition of concern.  It 
then provides the balancing information to help neutralize the disturbing information.  The CORE also detects 
energetic resonances with disturbed tissues and with microorganisms.  It will then provide the corrective 
information fields as well as energetic information through electrodes, plasma discharge tube and sound.  This 
allows the body to be balanced by information, by contact, by light and by sound all simultaneously. 
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Energy Replenishment Services: 

 

Q2 Energy Spa / BEFE – Bio Energetic Field Enhancement (from Australia) 
 
 
 

 
 
 
The Q2 consists of a highly sophisticated power supply that powers an Orb that generates a complex magnetic 
field.  When the orb is placed in a bucket of water and the client places their feet in the bucket a bio-electric 
compound magnetic signature is generated that is readily absorbed by the body.  This is critical for people who 
have so little energy that any therapeutic protocol would not be effective or have lasting results.  The bio-
compatible field normalizes cellular membrane potential and energizes the cells to that they can resume more 
normal function – ingest nutrients and eliminate toxins. 
 
 
 
 

SEAD – Subtle Energy Activation Device (from USA) 
 
 
 

 
 
 
The SEAD is a multiwave oscillator originally developed by Georges Lakhovsky in the early 1900’s.  This is 
another device to help reenergize a person so they can more easily come back into balance.  Since every cell 
acts like a small battery that needs recharging, and the DNA is shaped like a coil and therefore acts like an 
antenna, the multiwave oscillator generates millions of frequencies at wavelengths that can be absorbed by the 
DNA and the cells, thus reenergizing the whole system. 
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Onnetsuki far infrared (FIR) device -- (from Japan) 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
The Onnetsuki is a small handheld device that generates a focused far infrared emission in the wavelength 
range of 8 to 15 microns.  These frequencies are part of the sunlight spectrum that is essential for cellular 
health.  The FIR penetrates deeply into the body, balances the autonomic nervous system, corrects hormone 
imbalances, stimulates blood circulation, stimulates lymphatic circulation when accompanied by massage, 
promotes organ functions, rejuvenates cells, repairs degenerated cells, facilitates elimination, promotes immune 
system, promotes flow of Ki.   
 
 
 
 

Sound Energy Research Voice Analysis – (from USA) 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
The Voice Analysis equipment takes a voice sample and analyzes for excess and deficient frequencies.  These 
frequencies correspond to body tissues and conditions.  An analysis prepares a complete program that will 
rebalance the voice and the associated imbalances in the body.  This balancing program can be administered 
by sound on CD or by a homeopathic remedy. 
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Structural Balancing Services: 

 

ArthroStim and VibraCussor (from USA) 
 

 

   

 
The ArthroStim provides a rapid painless trust to help position muscles and vertebrae for optimum placement.  
The provides a variable speed percussing or massaging type action supporting fascial release, trigger point 
relief, muscle balancing, and scar tissue mobilization. 
 
 

Priority Identification Services: 

 

CK – Clinical Kinesiology (from USA) 
 

 
 
CK is a hands on technique of muscle testing using hand modes (finger positions or mudras) to develop a 
dialogue with the body’s Biocomputer.  Placing the client’s fingers in any of hundreds of hand modes allows the 
practioner to ask questions concerning the current situation.  This permits the body to reveal the underlying 
causes of the adaptive patterns and to specify the priority sequencing of balancing – that is whether to do 
electromagnetic, chemistry or structure first and which to do as supportive regimens. 
 
CK is often used to evaluate which of the many modalities available is the priority to use during any given 
session. 
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At Home Self Services: 

 

Life Force 2000 -- (from USA) 
 
 

 
 
The Life Force 2000 is a small device suitable for home use to help with energy, immune function and 
detoxification.  It generates frequency sets that re-align the human life frequency and the immune system 
frequency so that it is much easier to defend against microorganism invasion.  In addition, the waveform also 
contains all the frequencies pertaining to the pathogen range.  The wave shape instructs the cells of the body to 
release their pathogen content into the bloodstream where they are exposed to the pathogen frequencies and 
self destruct over time. 
 
 
 
 

MicroStimula Mk II -- (from USA) 
 
 
 

 
 
 
The MicroStimula Mk II is a microcurrent generator that creates a biological frequency pattern based upon the 
sacred geometry of the Fibonacci number sequence with characteristics that allow penetration of biological 
tissues.  There are several calibrated frequency patterns used.  One, based upon the work of Dr. Bruce Lipton, 
stimulates the cell’s receptors which triggers the opening of ion channels that allow the cells to take in nutrients 
and become revitalized.  Another frequency pattern incorporates microorganism harmonic resonant frequencies 
that lead to the neutralization of these destructive energetic patterns.  The third frequency pattern incorporates 
the Cat Purr frequencies which research shows promote bone growth and strength, fracture healing, pain relief, 
relief of breathlessness, relief of inflammation, improved healing time.  

Continuous 24/7 Support Services: 
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UEB -- Universal Energetic Balancing (from USA) 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
The UEB is a system for providing informational subtle energy balancing on an ongoing basis 24 hours per day.  
The system provides for continuous neutralizing of everyday stressors so that there are much larger reserves of 
energy to deal with major stresses when they come along.  The UEB uses a series of more than 3500 energetic 
patterns from light, sound, color, sacred geometry, sacred videos and music, and personalized for each 
individual’s affirmations and prayers.  These subtle fields balance biological function, reduce pathogenic fields, 
harmonize emotions, and block negative influences. 
 
 
 

Conclusion: 

 
The initial balancing session will develop the largest picture possible of the current situation.  Usually a combination 
of the QXCI/SCIO, LIFE, CORE and CK is used.  Subsequent sessions will often have multiple devices used 
simultaneously to maximize the benefits of the time spent.  CK, along with discussion with the client, is used to help 
determine which modalities will provide the best progression. 


